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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which correctly represents the deployed RuleApp ruleset path
template?
A.
RuleApp/RuleApp_minor.RuleApp_major/Ruleset/Ruleset_minor.Rules
et_major
B. RuleApp/RuleApp_major. RuleApp_minor/Ruleset/Ruleset_major.
Ruleset_minor
C. Ruleset/Ruleset_minor. Ruleset_major/RuleApp/RuleApp_minor.
RuleApp_major
D. Ruleset/Ruleset_major. Ruleset_minor/RuleApp/RuleApp_major.
RuleApp_minor
Answer: C
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Answer:
Explanation:
See explanation below.
Explanation
1. In the Security &amp; Compliance Center &gt; left navigation
&gt; Data loss prevention &gt; Policy &gt; + Create a policy.
2. Choose the U.K. Data Protection Act template &gt; Next.
3. Name the policy &gt; Next.
4. Choose All locations in Office 365 &gt; Next.
5. At the first Policy Settings step just accept the defaults,
6. After clicking Next, you'll be presented with an additional
Policy Settings page Deselect the Show policy tips to users and
send them an email notification option.
Select the Detect when content that's being shared contains
option, and configure the number instances to be 10.
Select the Send incident reports in email
Select the Choose what to include in the report and who
receives it link to add Allan Deyoung as a recipient.
7. &gt; Next
8. Select the option to turn on the policy right away &gt;
9. Click Create to finish creating the policy.
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/creat
e-test-tune-dlp-policy?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/dataloss-prevention-policies?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/whatthe-dlp-policy-templates-include?view=o365-w

NEW QUESTION: 3
A customer is running Exchange 2010 on an EMC VNX. The customer
recovery SLA mandates they cannot lose more than 10 MB of mail
data, and the mail system cannot be down for more than five
minutes. What should you implement to meet these recovery
objectives without impacting Exchange performance or the
recovery SLA?
A. Use Replication Manager with snapshots
B. Use log shipping with MirrorView/A
C. Use Replication Manager with Clones
D. Use a DAG with three database copies
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which two statements about deploying a mesh network by MAPs and
RAPs are true on AireOS
8.0?(choose two)
A. A MAP/RAP must be authorized by either PSK or EAP before
joining a controller in bridge mode.
B. The three main types of mesh type under the neighbor
information are neighbored,parent and child. For types default
neighbor and default child default is used when the neighbor
BGN is not known of different from the current AP BGNif the
strict matching BGN features is disabled.
C. VLAN tags are always forwarded across Mesh links.
D. RADIUS and Local authentications are supported with both PSK
and EAP.
E. The backhaul client access feature cannot be enabled on a
RAP that is RAP does not allow clients on its 802.11a radio
Answer: B,D
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